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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, MILBERT F. PRICE, a citizen of the United States, and a resident of Iowa City, in the county of Johnson and State of Iowa, have invented and produced a new and original Design for a Case for Vending-Machines, of which the following is a specification, reference being had to the accompanying drawing, forming a part thereof, in which the figure represents a perspective view of a case for vending-machines embodying the design.

The design in its entirety comprises a circular base a, containing a money-drawer b and a push-button c. Above the base a appears an annular band d, having orifices d' and finger-buttons d''. This band d sustains a vertically-extending transparent cylindrical case e, and at the top of the transparent case e appears a cap f, with money-slots f'. This cap 20 is surmounted by a headpiece g, simulating a collar-button.

The leading feature of the design is the base a, with the vertically-extending transparent cylindrical case e situated between the band d and cap f.

Having described my invention, what I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is—

The design for a case for vending-machines, 30 as herein shown and described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name to this specification in the presence of two subscribing witnesses.

MILBERT F. PRICE.

Witnesses:

B. R. HAWELEY,
O. H. BRAINERD.